
 

Comprehensive   list   of   multiplayer   online   games  

Number  Name  Link  Description  

1  Uno  
https://play.google.com/store/apps/deta 
ils?id=uno.friends.free.card.ono  

This   is   a   great   adaption   of   the   original   Uno   game.   Uno  
Spin   rules   are   slightly   different   than   the   original.   The  
great   thing   about   this   version   is   that   it   is   very  
unpredictable,   and   it   is   easy   to   come   back   from   behind.  

2  Ludo  
https://play.google.com/store/apps/deta 
ils?id=com.ludo.king  

Ludo   is   a   strategy   board   game   for   two   to   four   players,  
in   which   the   players   race   their   four   tokens   from   start   to  
finish   according   to   the   rolls   of   a   single   die.   Like   other  
cross   and   circle   games,   Ludo   is   derived   from   the   Indian  
game   Pachisi,   but   simpler  

3  Psych  
https://play.google.com/store/apps/deta 
ils?id=com.wb.goog.ellen.psych  

Psych   is   a   very   interesting   and   fun   multiplayer   party  
game   on   mobile.   There   are   multiple   categories   in   the  
game   for   you   to   explore.   ‘Is   that   a   fact'   is   where   you  
have   to   make   up   facts   to   try   and   fool   your   friends   into  
believing   them.   ‘Movie   bluff'   –   you'll   be   given   a   movie  
title,   but   you   and   your   friends   will   have   to   make   up   the  
plot,   again   trying   to   “psych”   your   friends.   It   is   super  
simple   to   get   into   a   match;   jut   share   the   code   you   get  
on   screen   and   you're   all   set.   Psych   is   available   for   free  
on   both   iOS   and   Android   devices   and   can   be  
downloaded   from   the   respective   stores.  

4  Drop7  
https://play.google.com/store/apps/deta 
ils?id=com.zynga.drop7  

Drop7   is   a   straightforward   puzzle   game   once   you   get  
the   rules,   but   there's   a   small   learning   curve   to   figure  
out   how   it   works.   It   requires   quick   counting,   as   you  
drop   the   numbered   circles   into   columns   and   rows   that  
contain   that   same   number   of   circles.   It   takes   focus,   but  
not   so   much   that   it'll   drive   you   crazy.  

5  Monopoly  
https://play.google.com/store/apps/deta 
ils?id=air.bg.lan.Monopoli  

Monopoly   is   a   board   game   currently   published   by  
Hasbro.   In   the   game,   players   roll   two   six-sided   dice   to  
move   around   the   game   board,   buying   and   trading  
properties,   and   developing   them   with   houses   and  
hotels.   Players   collect   rent   from   their   opponents,   with  
the   goal   being   to   drive   them   into   bankruptcy.   Money  
can   also   be   gained   or   lost   through   Chance   and  
Community   Chest   cards,   and   tax   squares;   players   can  
end   up   in   jail,   which   they   cannot   move   from   until   they  
have   met   one   of   several   conditions.   The   game   has  
numerous   house   rules,   and   hundreds   of   different  
editions   exist,   as   well   as   many   spin-offs   and   related  
media.  
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6  Catan  
https://play.google.com/store/apps/deta 
ils?id=com.usm.catanuniverse  

Catan,   previously   known   as   The   Settlers   of   Catan   or  
simply   Settlers,   is   a   multiplayer   board   game.   Players  
take   on   the   roles   of   settlers,   each   attempting   to   build  
and   develop   holdings   while   trading   and   acquiring  
resources.   Players   gain   points   as   their   settlements  
grow;   the   first   to   reach   a   set   number   of   points,   typically  
10,   wins  

7  Paper   Toss  
https://play.google.com/store/apps/deta 
ils?id=com.K9Games.PaperToss2D  

Paper   Toss   simulates   the   age-old   office   pastime   of  
shooting   crumpled   up   paper   balls   into   the   wastebasket.  
Flick   your   finger   in   the   direction   that   you   want   to   launch  
the   paper   ball,   carefully   taking   into   consideration   the  
fan   and   other   obstacles,   and   hopefully   landing   the  
paper   into   the   wastebasket   with   a   satisfying   “thud.”  

8  KAMI  
https://play.google.com/store/apps/deta 
ils?id=com.stateofplaygames.kami2  

KAMI   is   a   relaxing   puzzle   game   where   you   have   to   fill  
the   screen   with   coloured   folded   paper   within   a  
predetermined   number   of   moves.  
It   is   super-relaxing,   with   Asian-inspired   music   and   a  
visual   style   that   takes   its   cue   from   Japanese   origami.  
The   game   looks   impeccable   and   is   easy   to   play.   The  
app   is   perfect   for   chilling   out   without   tying   yourself   in  
knots!  

9  2048  
https://play.google.com/store/apps/deta 
ils?id=com.androbaby.game2048  

2048   is   a   single-player   sliding   block   puzzle   game  
designed   by   Italian   web   developer   Gabriele   Cirulli.   The  
game's   objective   is   to   slide   numbered   tiles   on   a   grid   to  
combine   them   to   create   a   tile   with   the   number   2048  

10  Free   Flow  
https://play.google.com/store/apps/deta 
ils?id=com.bigduckgames.flow  

Flow   Free   is   a   puzzle   game   for   iOS   and   Android  
released   by   American   studio   Big   Duck   Games   in   June  
2012.   The   game   presents   Numberlink   puzzles:   each  
puzzle   has   a   grid   of   squares   with   colored   dots  
occupying   some   of   the   squares.  

11  Jigsaw   Puzzle  
https://play.google.com/store/apps/deta 
ils?id=com.gamma.jigsaw  

If   you're   a   little   short   on   space   in   your   apartment   to  
feed   your   puzzle   addiction,   you   can   go   digital   with   this  
app.   It   includes   puzzles   of   varying   difficulty   that   you  
can   work   on   anytime   you   need   to   zone   out,   without  
having   to   worry   about   losing   pieces.  

12  Plumber  

https://play.google.com/store/apps/deta 
ils?id=com.magmamobile.game.Plumb 
er  

Plumber   is   a   free   easy-to-use   puzzle   game   with   HD  
graphics   in   which   your   job   is   to   prevent   a   flood   from  
happening   !   Simply   turn   the   different   pipe   pieces   by  
touching   them   and   connect   them   together   to   form   a  
complete   pipe.  
When   you   create   a   pipe,   you   will   reduce   the   overall  
water   levels.   Make   sur   you   anticipate   a   possible  
overflow!  
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Note   -   The   above   listed   information   has   been   shortlisted   after   referring   to   multiple   online   websites;   for   your   ease.   The   information  
has   been   taken   from   the   websites   without   tampering   the   content.   If   there   is   any   discrepancy   in   the   data   above,   please   write   to   us   at  
covid19@workamp.co    and   we   shall   rectify   the   same.   The   objective   is   to   spread   awareness   in   regards   to   the   current   pandemic   that  
we   all   are   facing.   
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